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Best of Travel

The Best of Travel is a full-colour, tabloid 

sized double-page spread of advertorial 

content published in the Travel section of 

The Sunday Times.

 

The Sunday Times readers spend on 

average £3,700 per year on holidays and 

with an average family income of £55,885, 

this wealthy readership believes it is 

worth paying extra for quality products 

and services. The Best of Travel therefore 

serves as an essential guide for readers who 

are looking for new and exciting ways to 

explore.

The Best of Travel showcases a selection of 

high-end products and services including 

winter holidays, luxury accommodation, spa 

breaks, holiday essentials, theatre & shows, 

and tourist attractions.

Published on a Sunday, the Best of Travel 

presents an amazing opportunity to directly 

target a new, affluent and actively engaged 

audience, nationally.

• 3.6 average amount of holidays taken 
by The Times readers in the last 12 
months 

• £4.9 billion spend on holidays by The 
Times readers in the last 12 months

• The Times is read for an average of 76 
minutes on a Saturday

• 64% of Times readers are in the AB 
social-economic profile.

Best of Travel Live life the Cayo way
Cayo Exclusive Resort & Spa celebrates Greece’s culture, renowned 
hospitality, and Cretan tradition by offering highly personalised 
services. The resort’s striking architectural design heightens the 
beauty of its surroundings and the famous island of Spinalonga,  
a candidate for the UNESCO List of World Heritage Sites. 

To find out more visit cayoresort.com or 
email info@cayoresort.com

Craving a bit of summer?

Visit nobuhotelibizabay.com to book now and use code OFFER2023G for 20% off* including breakfast. 
Call (+34) 971 19 2222 to find out more.

As pioneers of the caviar industry,  
Gourmet House Caviar and Deli  
are looking forward to sharing the 
best caviar experience with you. 
They aim to provide a one-of-a kind, 
enriching experience whilst educating 
guests about this delicacy. They have 
created the perfect gift that will bring 
this experience to your home and 
loved ones.

Their new package features 
an exquisite design that includes 
a mother-of-pearl spoon next to 
your choice of caviar, bringing the 
true caviar experience to life. Let 
the caviar grains burst against your 
palate when you place a spoonful in 
your mouth.

See the world through a different lens with 
Nikon’s stunning retro camera
Nikon’s stunning Z fc launched last year with a 
gorgeous retro design, easy-to-use picture controls 
and enhanced vari-angle shooting, not to mention 
a compact and lightweight design. So there’s no 
question that this camera firmly belongs on every 
discerning traveller’s wish list. 

The achingly aesthetically pleasing model is based 
on the brand’s legendary FM2 SLR film camera, 
released in 1982, on which photographer Steve 
McCurry famously captured Afghan Girl.

Popular among photographers and style-conscious 
snappers, the camera is the perfect choice for 
capturing life’s everyday moments – from travel and 
fashion to precious family time and much more. The 
slim design and detachable lenses mean it can be easily 
slipped into a bag; ideal for those who love to take their 
camera everywhere they go.

Combining style with incredible performance, this high-end camera is a must-have this spring.  
Available from £899 at nikon.co.uk

The Z fc offers great quality, even in low-lit conditions, 
thanks to its wide ISO range, and users can also record 
video in 4K. Its purposefully tactile features, including the 
dials and leatherette wrap, make capturing imagery and 
film nothing short of a spectacular experience.

The Nikon Z fc makes the perfect gift and is great for 
those looking to take their photography to the next level.

Searching for a summer staycation with a difference? 
Champneys is home to the gold standard in UK spa 
retreats. The original health and beauty influencer 
since 1925, Champneys’ tailor-made retreats will 
improve your wellness from the inside out, in a 
supportive and encouraging environment. You’ll be  
treated to expert-led consultations on everything 
from stress and sleep to fitness and weight loss, with 
relaxing spa treatments and guided group activities  
such as resort walks and meditation in their idyllic 
landscaped grounds.

Discover more at champneys.com/retreats

Top five summer Champneys retreats: The iconic 
Champneys boot camp: an opportunity to try different 
workouts and get expert advice to reboot your health and 
fitness routines.

Metabolic detox with Amanda Hamilton: an ideal 
retreat to kick-start body goals, reset eating habits, and 
inspire longer-lasting health change.

Yoga retreats: a versatile expert-led yoga offering for 
increased inner calm and improved posture and flexibility.

A two-night Insomnia Retreat: perfect for all night owls 
that want to master a better sleep routine.

How to stress less with Janet Thompson: learn how to 
stop anxiety getting the better of you.

The summer staycation that will 
bring you back to your best

Summer in the Swiss Alps

For more information and to book online visit kempinski.com/engelberg

In the midst of the mythical 
mountains, located only a short 
distance from Lucerne, the 
Kempinski Palace Engelberg is 
the first and only international 
five-star superior hotel in 
the world-famous village of 

Engelberg – central Switzerland’s largest summer and 
winter holiday destination. 

The hotel offers an exclusive blend of fresh Swiss 
hospitality, an outstanding luxury service and a unique 
location where history meets modernity. The 129 rooms 
and suites offer state-of-the-art facilities as well as a 
unique view of the breathtaking mountain landscape. 

Culinary variety is provided by the signature 
Cattani Restaurant with its farm-to-table concept, The 
Palace Bar and Habanos Cigar Lounge, in addition to 
the impressive Wintergarden and two large summer 
terraces. As well as this, the Kempinski Palace Engelberg 
offers a unique 880sqm rooftop spa with infinity pool 
and views over the mountain panorama. The hotel is 
conveniently and easily accessible all year round by train 
or in around 75 minutes by car via Zurich airport.

Enjoy a round of golf with the spectacular vista of 
Mount Titlis while playing 18 holes. The arrangement 
includes:

• One or more nights including sumptuous 
breakfast buffet

• One Green Fee at the Golfclub Engelberg-Titlis 
per person and stay

• Entrance to Kempinski The Spa, complimentary 

Wi-Fi, including VAT.

Rates from CHF 583 (£483) per night for a single room, 
CHF 680 (£564) for a double room*. 

The Setai, Miami Beach – a world-class destination
The Setai, Miami Beach is an award-winning, 

international leader in hospitality and the hotel of 
choice for the sophisticated international traveller. 

The Setai, Miami Beach has won the Forbes Travel 
Guide Five-Star award for eight consecutive years and 
is a member of The Leading Hotels of The World.

Situated oceanfront in the heart of Miami Beach, 
immerse yourself in their Asian-inspired oasis. Satisfy 
your taste buds with dining at their outside seating 
restaurants and bars: Ocean Grill, Jaya and The Bar & 
Courtyard.

The Setai, Miami Beach features 90 Art Deco 
rooms, 50 Ocean Suites, 1 Penthouse and incomparable 
amenities including three temperature-controlled 
sparkling pools, private beach services, and exceptional 
dining experiences including their Sunday Jazz Brunch 
and Asian Night Bazaar.

Their weekly Sunday Jazz Brunch features live jazz 
while it takes you to a culinary trip through South East 
Asia. Enjoy an international varied selection of dishes 
including breakfast classics, grilled meats from their 
rotisserie, seafood, Asian and Indian specialty stations, 
topping it all off with a delectable dessert bar. 

Asian Night Bazaar at Jaya features an exotic group 
of live entertainment including an aerial acrobat, 
contortionist, fire dancer, and their resident DJ while 
enjoying Pan-Asian dishes by their Forbes Travel Guide 
Five-Star rated culinary team.

Offering one, two, three or four bedroom suites, 
with every reservation in their Ocean Suites, guests 

Follow  @thesetaimiamibeach  @thesetai  @thesetai to find out more. Visit thesetaihotels.com/en-us/
hotels/miami-beach/special-offers to learn more  about Complimentary Night Offers and other experiences at 
The Setai. 

enjoy inclusive services and amenities: 
• Private roundtrip transfers between Miami and Fort 

Lauderdale airports and ports
• Daily Setai Grand Breakfast in Jaya or Ocean Suites 

private breakfast in the suite
• En suite non-alcoholic beverages, replenished daily 

throughout your stay
• Access to a luxury courtesy car for nearby transfers
• Complimentary valet parking for one vehicle.
The Setai, Miami Beach currently has a Complimentary 

4th Night Offer. Treat yourself to an extended stay with 
one night free (four for the price of three) when reserving 
a minimum of four consecutive nights.

Habtoor Palace Dubai, LXR Hotels & Resorts

For more information and hotel stay packages, guests can call (+971) 4437 333 or visit habtoorpalace.com

Al Habtoor City’s jewel of the crown, Habtoor Palace 
Dubai, LXR Hotels & Resorts, is a majestic and palatial 
property. It is located in the heart of Dubai, on the banks 
of Dubai Water Canal. 

Step inside the grand Habtoor Palace Dubai with 
52 opulent suites (a custom made Bentley Suite and 
signature Sir Winston Churchill Suite), 234 lavishly 
appointed guest rooms, palatial butler service, seven 
well-defined restaurants and lounges, and the exquisite 
Silk Spa. 

Dreamy décor French style symmetric marble gilded 
staircases and Versailles manicured gardens, which 
are reminiscent of Maison de Maître, in a true French 
neo-classical style, make this the perfect location for 
luxurious weddings and corporate events. 

Dine at the award-winning World Cut Steakhouse, an 
authentic American steakhouse, or at the social centre 
of Dubai’s culinary scene, BQ French Kitchen and Bar 
serving French classics. Unwind with an impeccable 
selection of fine tea blends paired with delicious pastries 
and homemade cakes in an intimate setting at Sidra, or 
spoil yourself at the only dedicated Champagne Lounge 
serving the finest champagnes. 

Want to go back in time to a luxury classic bar of 
New York’s gilded age? The Polo Bar reaches back to 
an era of sophistication with timeless classics. Sit back 
and relax at the chic open air lounge and restaurant, Le 

Patio, located in the central courtyard of Habtoor Palace 
Dubai. Last but not least, the miraculous La Perle show is 
a Las Vegas style, extravagant, world-class water themed 
show by Dragone that fuses world-class talent and beautiful 
imagery in a state-of-the-art aqua theatre.

CERVO – beyond exploring in summer

Readers can enjoy a 10% discount by using code TRAVELLER22 until 18 September.  
For more information visit cervo.swiss/en, call (+41) 27968 1212 or email beyond@cervo.swiss

Surrounded by the rugged 
beauty of Zermatt, the CERVO 
is the gateway to the mystical 
mountain world of the Alps. 
CERVO invites its guests to 
explore the impressive nature 
all around. And to discover 

themselves. It offers 54 rooms and suites, seven lodges 
and a small world of its own. Whether as a modern base 
station for expeditions into the mountains of Zermatt or 
as a suite with a private spa – every guest will find their 
home at CERVO.

Escape the daily routine – spend a few warm and 
relaxing days in Zermatt and enjoy the refreshing 
mountain air. Discover the village and the surrounding 
mountains on foot or on the resort’s bikes. Afterwards, 
nothing stands between you and a deep sleep in the 
handmade Hästens bed in your hotel room. 

Where time stops and beautiful stories unfold
InterContinental Maldives Maamunagau Resort is an exclusive destination getaway offering a unique opportunity for those looking to unwind and reconnect in 
an enviable island setting. Each of their 81 villas and residences are designed to seamlessly blend with the breathtaking natural environment. Each of the spacious 
accommodations feature one, two or three separate bedrooms, spacious indoor and outdoor living spaces, private pool, and direct access to the beach, lagoon or 
ocean with sunrise or sunset views. From rejuvenating wellness journeys and thrilling water sports to crafted family experiences, your days at InterContinental 
Maldives Maamunagu Resort will allow you to immerse in island living from the moment you arrive.

Visit maldives.intercontinental.com to find out more.

Best of Travel WWis an independent spread of advertorial from Hurst Media Company. While every care is taken in ensuring that the content is in compliance with the Advertising Standards Authority and The UK Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising and Direct & Promotional Marketing 
(CAP Codes), the publishers assume no responsibility in the effect rising therefrom, and readers are advised to seek professional advice before acting on any information.
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Average readership  
of The Sunday Times

1.5m

agree they tend to go for 
premium brands

39%

are likely to take action after 
seeing adverts in this section
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extra for quality products
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Tory Brexiteers have delivered
peace terms to Theresa May, out-
lining the price she must pay to
secure their support for her Brexit
deal in the crunch Commons
showdown within days.

The European Research Group
(ERG) of hardliners, led by Jacob
Rees-Mogg, have drawn up “three
tests” the government must meet if
the prime minister hopes to win
the vote due as early as this week.

In a significant intervention,
eight ERG lawyers, chaired by vet-
eran Eurosceptic Sir Bill Cash, have
drawn up a document spelling out
their demands, the clearest sign
yet that they are prepared to fall
into line.

Geoffrey Cox, the attorney-gen-
eral, is seeking a new deal that
would make clear that the North-
ern Ireland backstop, which locks
the UK into a customs union with
the EU, is only temporary.

In private talks with Cox the
Brexiteers demanded a legally
binding “mechanism” to escape
the backstop, with a clear “exit
route” and an unambiguous
rewrite of the “language” in the
government’s legal advice.

Crucially, the ERG’s new red
lines are not prescriptive about
how this is to be achieved and give
Cox considerable leeway to thrash
out a deal. By outlining the price of
their support, they hope to give
him greater ammunition to win
concessions from the EU.

The plan has been drawn up in
conjunction with Nigel Dodds, the
Westminster leader of the Demo-

Tim Shipman Political Editor

“not aware” it had any intelli-
gence links, something it
denies. He said the dinner
brought together “members
of the Establishment who are
not persuaded that Russia is
the enemy. But the idea that
we are a den of Russian collab-
orators is crazy.”

Wynne-Parker said that
Mackenzie-Beevor had given a
speech at the February 21
dinner saying his father, a
bishop, “would be rejoicing
that his son would be in such a
discussion” to defend tradi-
tional norms now under
attack in the West.

A former chairman of the
Cavalry & Guards Club,
Mackenzie-Beevor said he
spoke at the dinner to wel-
come people because Wynne-
Parker had asked him to do so
but had no other involvement
with IOPS and no knowledge
of its alleged intelligence role.

He had worked on Russia
but not recently, he said, and
there was no connection
between this and his post in
the Royal Household.

Andrew Foxall, director of
the Russia Studies Centre at
the Henry Jackson Society
think tank, said: “This is one
of the clearest cases I have
seen of a Russian influence
operation reaching the high-
est levels of British society.” 

FOR RUSSIA
WITH LOVE
FULL REPORT, PAGE 3

cratic Unionist Party (DUP). If May
can secure the backing of the DUP
and ERG, the deal will go through.

The document, seen by The
Sunday Times, demands:
lA “clearly worded, legally bind-
ing, treaty-level clause which
unambiguously overrides” the text
of the withdrawal agreement
l  Language that “must go beyond
simply re-emphasising/re-inter-
preting the temporary nature of
the backstop” and a change to
Cox’s legal advice that it would
“endure indefinitely”
lA “clear and unconditional
route out of the backstop if trade

CLIMBDOWN
IS COMPROMISE 
IN THE AIR?

A leading courtier to the
Queen, a cousin of Prince
Charles and other members of
the aristocracy dined in the
heart of London’s clubland to
celebrate the UK launch of an
organisation accused of close
links to Russian intelligence.

Colonel Christopher
Mackenzie-Beevor CBE, the
most senior permanent offi-
cer of the Queen’s ceremonial
bodyguard, spoke at a Cavalry
& Guards Club dinner last
month to inaugurate a British
branch of the Imperial Ortho-
dox Palestine Society (IOPS).

Others attending included
the Marquess of Bristol; Prin-
cess Katarina of Yugoslavia,
who is a cousin of Prince
Charles; William Bortrick,
owner of Burke’s Peerage; and
Alexander Yakovenko, the
Russian ambassador, 

The international head of
the supposedly scholarly
society, Sergei Stepashin, is a
former Russian spy chief.
Numerous other ex-KGB and
FSB directors have held senior
roles. A leaked US State
Department cable said in
2008 that IOPS is “not inde-
pendent of the [Russian] gov-
ernment”.

Last summer, the Greek
government expelled two
Russian diplomats accused
of attempting to “bribe state
officials” and “interfere in
[Greece’s] internal affairs” in
order to “impose the pres-
ence” of IOPS in the country.
The Russian foreign ministry
denied the charges.

IOPS’s British chairman,
Michael Wynne-Parker, said it
was a “religious and cultural”
organisation for preserving
Christian values and he wasA woman who tried to resuscitate Jodie Chesney has told of her horror at 

realising only later that the blade used to kill the 17-year-old in a London

park was still in her body Report and investigation, pages 8-9
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JODIE, 17, ANOTHER KNIFE VICTIM

Revealed: three tests for PM as key vote looms
talks fail”, which could mean “a
time limit or a unilateral exit mech-
anism”.

In an interview with The Sunday
Times, Michael Tomlinson, one of
the eight members of Cash’s com-
mittee, said the group needs to see
“black and white” text in “good
time” before a vote so they can
deliver their verdict. 

But, in a boost for May, he made
clear that the group does not want
to dictate the exact mechanism. He
said: “There is a spectrum and a
range of options that the attorney-
general has. I’m not going to say
protocol good, codicil bad, letter
very bad, because that would be
prejudging it.” 

Crucially, Tomlinson said that if
the gang of eight approves Cox’s
reworked deal, it will deliver the
vast majority of Eurosceptics,
including the two leaders of the
ERG, Rees-Mogg and Steve Baker.
“I think both Jacob and Steve
would be equally persuaded if Bill
says it works,” he said.

Michel Barnier, the chief EU
negotiator, claimed on Friday that
no progress had been made in the
talks with Cox. But in an interview
with German newspaper Die Welt
this weekend he said the EU was
“ready to give more guarantees,
confirmation, clarification that
[the] backstop is only temporary”.

This is expected to take the form
of a “mutually agreed reservation
to the withdrawal agreement”,
deposited at the United Nations in
New York to give it the status of an
international treaty. 

The second plan would be to

SUPER SNACKS
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non-disclosure agreements gag-
ging former party staff from speak-
ing out would be bypassed so that
he can conduct his inquiry.

Falconer said he does not
believe Corbyn is “personally anti-
semitic” but warned that British
Jews feel they are “not safe” with
Labour and its leader. “We have
totally lost the confidence of the
Jewish community and we have to
get it back,” he said.

His intervention came as he was
dragged into a civil war between
Tom Watson, the deputy leader,
and Jennie Formby, Labour’s gen-

eral secretary. Formby accused
Watson of “completely unaccepta-
ble” behaviour after he pledged
to monitor complaints about
anti-semitism by Corbyn’s allies.
She also accused him of breaching
data protection laws.

Falconer said he hoped to work
with Formby to speed up disciplin-
ary hearings, but sided with Wat-
son. He said: “Something has been
profoundly lacking, over a very
long period of time. There’s noth-
ing wrong with the deputy leader
or any other MP asking for

The Labour peer drafted in to deal
with the anti-semitism crisis in the
party has admitted that “stone
cold” cases of hatred have been
brushed under the carpet and
vowed to reopen them so the cul-
prits can be kicked out.

Lord Falconer warned Jeremy
Corbyn that he has no prospect of
becoming prime minister unless
he stamps out the conspiratorial
world view that fuels Jewish hatred
on the far left. He also said that

Tim Shipman and
Gabriel Pogrund

Falconer reopens Labour hate cases 
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DESIGN PROCESS
• Once all material is submitted according to specification,  

Hurst Media will layout your advertorial within the pre-approved 
house style of the publication.

• Supplied copy will by subedited by Hurst Media's editorial team. 
Spelling, grammar and punctuation will also be corrected to the 
house style.

• Layouts may vary depending on style of images and/or text supplied.
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